Howze wants to raise the retirement age for Medicare and Social Security to 70, slashing benefits for people who've paid into the system their whole lives. He called Medicare “a nightmare” and wants a radical overhaul and budget cuts. This is particularly urgent for voters in San Joaquin county to read. It’s important for people to see Howze saying these things in his own words: “We can increase the retirement age” and “Medicare is a nightmare.” [video links here and here] Independents and Latinx voters especially need to see and read this.

Howze Called For Raising The Age For Social Security To 70. [26:40] Howze: “I think number two would be raising the retirement age. We have rising life expectancies. When Social Security was first conceived we didn't have the 15 or 17 year longer life expectancies that we have now. I think the solution to that is to not just raise it overnight from you know 65 to 70. I think the probably the easier solution is raise it incrementally. You know we'll raise the retirement age by three months every year or two months every year. And we do that over time until we reach the retirement age of 70.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, 4/17/18]

Center For Budget And Policy Priorities: If The Social Security Retirement Age Increased To 70 Benefits Would Effectively Be Cut By 20 Percent. “Raising the retirement age means cutting benefits — no matter when you file. A higher retirement age means that an early retiree gets a deeper reduction and a delayed retiree gets a smaller bonus. If the age rose from 67 to 68, monthly benefits would fall by about 7 percent, for all new retirees. If it rose to 70, the cuts would be nearly 20 percent.” [Center for Budget and Policy Priorities, 1/20/16]

Howze Called For Raising The Age For Social Security To 70. [26:40] Howze: “I think number two would be raising the retirement age. We have rising life expectancies. When Social Security was first conceived we didn't have the 15 or 17 year longer life expectancies that we have now. I think the solution to that is to not just raise it overnight from you know 65 to 70. I think the probably the easier solution is raise it incrementally. You know we'll raise the retirement age by three months every year or two months every year. And we do that over time until we reach the retirement age of 70.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, 4/17/18]

Howze Called For Raising The Age For Social Security To 70. [26:40] Howze: “I think number two would be raising the retirement age. We have rising life expectancies. When Social Security was first conceived we didn't have the 15 or 17 year longer life expectancies that we have now. I think the solution to that is to not just raise it overnight from you know 65 to 70. I think the probably the easier solution is raise it incrementally. You know we'll raise the retirement age by three months every year or two months every year. And we do that over time until we reach the retirement age of 70.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, 4/17/18]

Howze Called For Raising The Age For Social Security To 70. [26:40] Howze: “I think number two would be raising the retirement age. We have rising life expectancies. When Social Security was first conceived we didn't have the 15 or 17 year longer life expectancies that we have now. I think the solution to that is to not just raise it overnight from you know 65 to 70. I think the probably the easier solution is raise it incrementally. You know we'll raise the retirement age by three months every year or two months every year. And we do that over time until we reach the retirement age of 70.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, 4/17/18]

Howze: “Medicare Is A Nightmare.” [28:00] Howze: “Medicare is a nightmare. Okay Medicare is funded by the payroll tax. It's never been enough to cover all the people going into the Medicare system. We now see with the number of retirees that Medicare is outpacing the growth of GDP by about 19%. Over the next two years that program is either going to be the only social safety net program we offer at the, you know, cancellation of the rest or we're going to have to reform it. So you know and that that's just Medicare Part A. Part B and D there's never been a dedicated revenue stream to. Us as the tax payers you know we ask the retirees to cover 25% of Part B and D costs, taxpayers just pick up 75% of those costs out of the general fund. We can't continue to do that.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, 4/17/18]

Howze Called For Cutting Medicare: “We Can’t Continue To Do That.” [28:00] Howze: “Medicare is a nightmare. Okay Medicare is funded by the payroll tax. It's never been enough to cover all the people going into the Medicare system. We now see with the number of retirees that Medicare is outpacing the growth of GDP by about 19%. Over the next two years that program is either going to be the only social safety net program we offer at the, you know, cancellation of the rest or we're going to have to reform it. So you know and that that's just Medicare Part A. Part B and D there's never been a dedicated revenue stream to. Us as the tax payers you know we ask the
retirees to cover 25% of Part B and D costs, taxpayers just pick up 75% of those costs out of the general fund. We can't continue to do that.” [Ted Howze Interview by 209 Headlines Podcast, YouTube, uploaded 4/17/18]